Daily language has changed with the rising popularity of social media. This usage of language developed within daily events and expressed through "surreal" signs is a part of social communication. All the codifications used structurally by language can be explicated by the concept of "exaggeration." To explain what is meant by exaggeration in this context, the concept of carnivalesque used by Mikhail Bakhtin in his literary criticism is taken into account. Bakhtin employed the term carnivalesque to define criticism characterized as "destructive" and "subversive" in the Middle Ages due to the ban of the critique of established values and social hierarchies. This concept designates the longing to symbolically subvert the hierarchy between the rulers and the ruled, the nobility and the common, the elite and the vulgar and the sacred and the profane. The study also utilizes Julia Kristeva's notions of intertextuality and intertextual relations. Using these concepts, it is demonstrated that the contents of news portals are composed much more like tabloids than as exhibitions of universal news criteria.
INTRODUCTION
The reality element stressed by the conventional media as a basic element of news criteria has started to change with the rising popularity of social media. The reality as presented in the new media conflicts with the reality as the primary element of news criteria 1 in terms of the assessment of news content. Another case to be observed is the rising importance of quaintness amongst the news criteria On the contrary of conventional media, the "reality" concept in the new media has been restructured within the frame of a different notion of reality. The necessity of verifying the resource and reasonability as the former prerequisites of reality to be accepted as a news criterion is likely to be questioned. While for the notion of conventional media, this renunciation of the element of reality in order to gain more popularity is a negative thing which deserves to be questioned and severely criticized, within the context of the expectations of new reader and spectator who use the social media with another perspective, the need for a new set of principles concerning media and journalism has arisen.
The stages of news collection and production and the rules of news language and editing that are still followed by the media is being transformed into a new format through the new media and this new format is adapted by a both reader-spectator and even writer mass whose adherence to this new media is paramount. In this essay it would be perhaps proper to call this mass as digital mass; hence from here on the followers of this new media is going to be named as digital mass. What are the expectations of this new interactive digital (numerical) mass from the media, a mass who does not need even the punctuation marks? What do they wish to read and watch? What kind of texts and news do they avoid to read and watch? It is certain that for social media researchers these questions are still without certainty due to their constantly changing nature and remain definitely to be answered. Does this reader-watcher-writer mass, bearing an interactive character, feel a need to design and redesign its own reality like a play maker? Does the fracture of the reality with the rapid advance of technology in the conception of journalism which is presented to public opinion with an alleged concern for reality by the conventional media has an effect in the emergence of the need for this new fictive reality? This paper stems from the idea that the construction of this new reality which has started to emerge within the new media with the language, visual elements and music might be considered under the concept of play to which the humanity has an existential want.
"If you are wise, all men will be your friends and kindred, for you will be useful and good; but if you are not wise, neither father, nor mother, nor kindred, nor anyone else will be your friends." (Plato, 2014: 86) . One can argue that the information has begun to be acquired relatively easily in our age; however, one cannot speak of a new generation who gets excited about acquiring or accessing to information. On the contrary, this new generation makes us think to redefine the rules of communication and reading, shows an interest in the unseen and mysterious rather than our readings which we call knowledge and employ to acquire truth and desires to have fun and play. (Eco, 2012: 56) One may perhaps utilize Julia Kristeva's intertextuality concept here, for it describes a hermeneutical approach in which both the author and reader can write and read in a boundless freedom concerning the lectures aimed to attain real knowledge by reading (Cevizci, 2005 (Cevizci, : 1169 .
In Eco, we encounter with a conception of reading which contributes to production and reproduction of a text as well as writing. For him, "…a text is an open-ended universe where the interpreter can discover infinite interconnections… Any text, pretending to assert something univocal, is a miscarried
PLAY AND HUMAN BEING
This new play exhibited by digital mass is not a sub-code of culture but a spontaneous experience which predates, accompanies and influences culture. The play is also a voluntary act in terms of spontaneity which corresponds to Homo ludens (Playing Man) and frees people (Tekerek, 2001: 47) . The digital mass of new media needs to follow the hot topics by jumping from one website to other (surfing) as well as to involve to the content providing process through its instantaneous reactions and comments.
The main reasons of the attraction of play can be enumerated as going beyond the daily life within a specific time and place, balance, opposition, weighing, solution, replacement, diversification and separation. The body language of people who are in their forties is obviously different from the body language of younger people while sitting in front of a computer or using a telephone.
Older people tend to be more helpless about digital media due to their lack of expertise over the computers; this can easily be seen from their troubled facial expressions and longer time they spend in front of the monitors. While the need to play as an integral part of our childhood period is being transformed into digital toys, and for the adults who can't adapt to this transformation it's without doubt much more easy to read a newspaper or to press the button of remote control.
Play, as the basic and essential desire of a human being, is an emancipatory and creative act situated at the source of all cultures and provides abstract thinking ability to human beings. According to Huizinga (2006) , when the need to play is satisfied one begins to grow up by preparing to reality, confronting reality through play. Namely, he states that play can't be justified on a rational basis: "The very existence of play continually confirms the supra-logical nature of the human situation. Animals play, so they must be more than merely mechanical things. We play and know that we play, so we must be more than merely rational beings, for play is irrational." Huizinga introduces a new dimension to human culture as he brings a third one to the other two basic concepts which characterize human being: homo faber (making man), homo sapiens (thinking man), and finally, homo ludens (playing man).
From a Platonic perspective, "God alone is worthy of supreme seriousness, but man is made God's plaything… Therefore every man and woman should live life accordingly, and play the noblest games and be of another mind from what they are at present… Life must be lived as play, playing certain games, making sacrifices, singing and dancing, and then a man will be able to propitiate the gods, and defend himself against his enemies, and win in the contest." (Plato, "Laws" VII, 803. Huizinga, 2006: 38) In famous Ottoman shadow puppetry Karagöz, similar to Plato's Laws, the playful aspect of life is mentioned within the context of "dream." The scrim used in the play is inspired from Sufism, and it may be considered as a screen of dream (Tekerek, 2001: 42) . Boratav mentions some features of the play such as voluntariness, freedom, being carried out in a specific time and place and delimits the play-concept as "the acts which recreate through entertainment." (Boratav, 1994: 232) Maybe for this reason the ritualistic account is indispensable to us.
Two most important functions of the play are striving for something and representing something. The play is a representation which is situated above, or at least independent from all cultures. An adult can play non-serious games just like a kid to have pleasure and get relaxed or endeavor more serious ones which eventuates from beauty or sanctity. Elmer Mitchell and Bernard Mason relate play to the human want of self-expression. In their opinion, one desires to live, to use one's abilities and to express oneself. This desire of self-expression is different from the instincts and results from life experience. The desire to express oneself may be elaborated as following: 1. Desire to try a new experience (ex. hunting, fighting, trying a new food); 2. Desire to have security; 3. Desire to react and respond (philanthropy, love, love for family, friendship, altruism, etc.) 4. Desire to be recognized; 5. Desire to participate (membership, belonging to a community); 6. Desire to the beauty (color, shape, sound, mobility) and so on (Tekerek, 2001 : 56 from And, 1948 .
The modern human, in other words, the digital mass can both play games in a virtual world and be recognized as someone else through these games and interactive participation and social media without leaving his or her room or house. Internet became the new playfield of the modern human to satisfy his or her basic need to play games, and allowing them to attain this field, the digital toys begin to gain significance for most of the people. The actions of virtual world (playing games or sharing in new media) create a magical illusion due to their realization outside of daily life. By virtue of the collective structures of these games and friend groups formed in the virtual world, enthusiasm and rhythm for a togetherness of the holy abundance rituals can be obtained.
The play is also a turning point that sparks the courage to create which potentially exists in a human being and cultivates/develops him or her. One express one's specific feelings-thoughts-fantasies with body-language-brain coordination through this revealed courage to create, and the necessary space to realize oneself is thus opened.
For Schiller, man is complete only if he plays; but he should not cheat and ought to participate sincerely and honestly to game: "Hence the cheat or the spoil-sport shatters culture itself… It (play-element) (Huizinga, 2006: 198) 
must not be a false seeming, a masking of political purposes behind the illusion of genuine play-forms. True play knows no propaganda; its aim is in itself, and its familiar spirit is happy inspiration. The modern propaganda that seizes all fields of life feeds upon the hysterical reactions of masses. It is not thus to be accepted as the modern spirit of play even it emerges as a play-form, but a degenerated and false version of it."

DIGITAL ENVIRONMENT: THE NEW PLAYFIELD OF POST-MODERN HUMAN
While the conventional media has a more propagandistic structure, the new media brings interactivity. Hence the target audience may reach directly to the source of information through this system. It is a virtual play environment where the critical messages can be forwarded to thousands of people and verified immediately from the first source. In this virtual environment, propaganda becomes less dangerous, for in the conventional media the masses can easily be manipulated via propaganda due to their limited access to the sources of information. The propagandistic news with their misinformation (provide false or deficient news) and disinformation (deliberately misleading information announced publicly) features were to be detected and corrected more lately as we've seen in many examples in the past. Nowadays the new media, owing to its limitless diversity of resources, offers the possibility of comparing these kinds of news rapidly and economically with the real information and of transmitting more true news to target audience.
Fastness and multitasking as the most important characteristic features of the new media bring various problems. In a world of constant rush, Heidegger proposes to humanity to slow down to get free of the grasp of the capitalism. For Strain, slowness, "…can accommodate to the order of the things as it was If one who seeks an escape way in a world of constant rush can't slow down, with the influence of advertisement and media, he or she begins to get drawn into a world full of self-improvement methods, addictions and hollowness. In Taburoğlu's words, "advertisement and media specialists seek to approach to an ego full of complaints… As in all hollow thoughts, the material merges with spiritual and the visible fuses with invisible (Taburoğlu, 2011: 180) .
Human being strives to find escape routes in the modern world of constant rush and hustle that does not allow desire of play, hence the normal and healthy development of a human being through play is at stake. In this context, the new media becomes one of the few playfields of the modern world. The new culture of play transforms consequently man into a technological work. The study fields of new media are the new forms of play now. For example, the celebrities of tabloid journalism have been converted into the relentlessly followed actors and actresses of new media. However, the rules of being followed have also been redefined. The extra thin bodies of women can be seen as examples of anorexia or men who seems always fit and in good condition may be set as role models.
Özgür Taburoğlu notices the quest for slowing down of humanity in an industrializing world of gaining pace: "To confront the hardships and problems of life with the reifying and hastening effects of capitalism has several results. The sudden transition from childhood into maturity creates a vacuum and one tries to fill this gap with excessive workout programs or self-development activities. Due to one's inability to slow down, one develops obsessions, twitches and fetishes and tends to get drawn in hollowness…" (Taburoğlu, 2011: 258) So the women and men who are physically too perfect to be real as well as a luxurious life to which everyone tries to attain are interactively designed with the new media. Yoga, meditation, a conception of sports that is alien to play-concept and ethics code as well as the sportsman who has been turned into iconic figures such as Beckham all cooperate to create a new life style; hence the new media appears as an area of common values exhibiting changing cultural processes. The aliments they consume, the clothes they wear, the movies they watch, the books they read, the songs they listen to, their body language and the places they live start to constitute the new common values, in other words, make virtual the actual as soon as they appear on the new media.
On the other hand, the digital masses who desire to create new realities by taking refuge in plays head for the social media. The authors such as Homerus or Rabelais who have influenced people for hundreds or even thousand years chose to adorn and integrate their texts with myths, dreams and surreal images, regarding the need of human being to escape reality. Looking these authors, it seems inevitable that the new media must pay heed the basic needs of people such as tolerating the reality or preparing to innovations despite the developing technology. One can appropriate the given truths more easily when one is prepared to reality in a suitable manner to one's disposition; namely, through an entertaining discourse decorated with tales, dreams and myths.
The desire of a human being to constitute a fictional life entails the use of a new fictive language in the new media. The instructive language of the conventional media seems inappropriate for the modern media as the users of new media, namely digital mass doesn't want to be instructed; instead they long to be active and they need to think and live as they know and share their choices and deeds. The transitional language from the conventional media to new one should be natural as playing and sharing a game. The most suitable method of this transition seems also to be a playful one. One of the figures to follow in the matters of playful language and method is Rabelais. Rabelais succeed to be one of the rare authors who chose to instruct through entertainment by placing tenderly the high and holy ideas 
EXAMPLES OF THE NEW MEDIA
The new media begins to be indispensable via satisfying two crucial needs of a human being. These are the myths and beliefs lacked by urban people and the need to consume. In the examples of new media, it is seen that both of these needs are satisfied by countless resources.
The flaneur character of Benjamin's Passages (1993) who is a loafer, conformist guy can be related to modern new media audience. Thus we begin to see a similar of Benjamin's loafer guy who raises unproductivity to an aesthetical even political level in the technology-addict urban guy who aims to satisfy his or her needs without leaving the desk. Shopping becomes merely the precondition of survival for this new urban guy. Unlike the hedonist traveler of our time who plans to stroll in as many places and to see as many different cultures as he can, their consumer and traveler behavior involves a tragical, almost spiritual aspect in itself (Taburoğlu, 2011: 59) .
The loafer conformist guy of Benjamin and the consumer of Taburoğlu meet on the economic news of media. The latest developments in economy and the increase and decrease of assets are the news of primary importance to be followed. 
THE DANGER OF ORTHODOXY, HOLLOWNESS
Post-modern, post-industrial is a period where accumulating and saving is merely prohibited. "The orthodoxies which are a certain type capital of the cultural accumulation degenerates rapidly." (Bourdieu, 1984) . Orthodoxy is an intellectual accumulation, sedimentation; it is the petrified sense stabilized by blind belief and one of the basic materials of hollowness and superstitions. Superstitions necessitate the existence of orthodoxies, the fragments of sense resistant to questions. The beliefs invited unquestionably to orthodoxies, fetishes and forms of fanaticism constitute the basis for superstitions. (Taburoğlu, 2011: 77) One of the examples taken from the website of national newspaper Sabah, begins with the following statement: "Many irrational, horrifying, supernatural things that are inexplicable by science happen in the world. Here are some examples of those events which left question marks in many minds:…" Many similar news were published between the last months of 2014 and January 2015 in the same website (www.sabah.com.tr). However, the ordinary and routine knowledge may easily be degenerated within a network of information which always points different worlds and lives. Particularly in media, a surplus of information and visual materials in which one can't distinguish the right from the wrong emerges. For someone whose truths are constantly falsified, anything becomes instantly trendy or outdated (Taburoğlu, 2011: 78) . One of the functions of the media may be remedied here: Can't the new media be the intermediary of the transformation of the actual one into a more dignified version which gives the true and correct information?
"In 1945, an experienced archeologist named Waldemar Julsrud found little clay statuettes buried in the ground at the slopes of the mountain El Toro (Mexico)." "In the New Zealand, the walls consisted of perfectly aligned stones which belong to an ancient empire are found. There isn't any information about the builders of these walls." "The undecaying body found in the shrine of the Aşıklı Sultan who was martyred during the conquest of Kastamonu Castle around the beginning of 12th century amazes the visitors." "The famous 'Kievan Cosmonaut'
One of the most favorite topics focused by the new media is environmental issues and the promotion of environmental protection campaigns. With this context, the true aspect of so-called environmentalist and ecologist organizations and associations is revealed by the new media. The environment issue seems one of the most harmless matters to support and for the supporters and followers of these organizations, falling away from its true purpose, it may be seen as a reasonable way to socialize. "The refusal of these organizations -Greenpeace, 350.org and Sierra Club amongst them-to protest against the intensive animal farming shows the impotence of activists against the corporate power." (Hedges, 2014) Nowadays urban population strives obsessively to rediscover and participate into the lost naturalness. Nature becomes a myth, a distant past, a place for a tale full of memories of the nostalgic times, a supplement which completes and integrates our void, our lack. One finds itself in a game of merging and separating with animals, plants, wild creatures and the strangers from distant lands. The natural is dreamt as a place that may be seen by moving away from here and now and returning from now to past (Strain, 2003) .
The nature becomes a passive, accumulated, disclosed, and in Heidegger's words, "enframed" grandeur which is forced to be productive and which does not bloom or sprawl (Taburoğlu, 2011: 122) . For primitives, tales, myths and other kinds of hollow accounts become a part of tribal life. This hollowness that can take illustrated, visual, iconic, vivid and physical shapes returns occasionally to the daily reasoning like a specter, without getting completely lost in the logic and various abstractions. Contrary to their effort to leave them out, hollowness can merge into the life of the denizens of metropolis who have to live an expeditious life, and media precipitates this case. They return as the deliriums of the primitive mentality common to everyone. Supposing the primitive mentality functions as a catalyst between the human desire for truth and the desire for science and arts does not seem wrong. One who has to live with familiar patterns of reality but wants to investigate further needs these kinds of unordinary and unfamiliar patterns of thinking to attain new possibilities, findings, inventions and artistic perspectives. Erasmus associates this thinking beyond the borders of reason with folly.
THE FREEDOM OF FOLLY
Erasmus begins his work named In Praise of Folly in which he explained classical medieval thought as well as introduced his own understanding and wit as "For I am now in a humor to act…". He writes that instead of tyrannizing the reader he choose to imitate the elders who preferred the title of humorist and whose task is to celebrate the work of gods and heroes; but he declares that he preferred to praise the folly instead of gods and heroes (Erasmus, 2013: 14) . He does not refrain from mocking the sophists who praise themselves as they grow older and stating that "only folly slows down the ephemerality of youth and expels the dull senility..." he begins to praise the folly as well as assert his own ideas and opinions about various matters in his own limitless area of freedom.
For Erasmus, the folly detracts one from reason and approaches him to his passions. The folly also saves one from two calamities which prevents him from recognizing the things in their entirety: shame and fear. Thus even the restrictions of medieval setting won't hinder him from explaining himself. Erasmus advises human being not to get too much wise in the comedy of life: "The difference between the fool and saint is while the former acts on passion the latter acts on reason." Therefore it is erroneous to associate the happiness with the real facts, for the happiness is associated with ideas and thoughts.
In his In Praise of Folly, Erasmus makes reference to all wise men and philosophers and recounts their inadequacies, characterizing the educators as most miserable of them, and he supposes that only the educators can overcome the difficulties through an amusing folly. "Despite their miserableness, they (educators) conceive themselves as the agent of noble deeds in so much that their essential source of happiness is their great confidence in their wisdom." (Erasmus, 2013: 84) MIKHAIL BAKHTIN'S CARNIVAL One of the cases which the new media prefers to accept without questioning their authenticity and temporality is the comic events created by a humorous language and approach. As a matter of fact, for digital mass, being comic begins to be the most important factor to be preferred. Being comic is amongst the most sensational, well accepted and favored qualities for new media.
According to Mikhail Bakhtin, one of the writers who illuminates us concerning the history of comic, "The plane of comic (humorous) representation is a specific plane in its spatial as well as its temporal aspect. Here the role of memory is minimal; in the comic world there is nothing for memory and tradition to do. One ridicules in order to forget. This is the zone of maximally familiar and crude contact; laughter means abuse." (Bakhtin, 2001: 178) For Bakhtin, the four hundred years history of the appreciation, interpretation, and influence of Rabelais' work (Gargantua) is closely related to the history of laughter. In Gargantua, exaggeration is and where an awkwardness, a wild and primitive structure emerges with an experience outside of the flow of daily life (Bakhtin, 2001) . These formulations and definitions make one to hope that the entertaining and carnivalesque mood which modern people needs as well as the most easy and democratic way to escape from the dullness of daily life are possible with the new social media. In social media the taboos, restrictions, hierarchy and etiquette are eliminated. The ghost photographs and news that we begin to see especially in the new media in which the interconnected mass constitutes a sense of belonging with the bodily touch of carnival continue to attract reader's, or to be more precise, watcher's attention. The hit numbers of these kinds of news prove us the amazing amount of attraction they catch.
However, as one can presume, these vivid news conceptions of the journalists who are responsible of providing realistic information about world contradict with the scientific facts. Because according to the article "Neurological and Robot-Controlled Induction of an Apparition", published in November 2014 issue of Current Biology, people's ghost belief stems from a fascinating particularity of human brain. According to the research cited in the article, an erroneous perceptive induction whose cause is still unknown creates an illusion of another's presence, called FoP (Feeling of a Presence). Another interesting finding of the research is that this illusion is also described by healthy people (Current Biology, 2014 : 2681 
DIGITAL NEWS AND ETHICS
In his Journalism and New Media, John V. Pavlik considers the transformation of news and journalism in the new media with its positive and negative aspects and informs the reader about the future of journalism (Pavlik, 2001: 133) . A detailed discussion of one of the problems of future media can be found under the topic of "Producing Digital News" situated in section five named "Journalism Ethics and the New Media" of part two, "Transforming How Journalists Do Their Work?" For Pavlik, digital news producing raises various ethical questions about the verification of news content for their authenticity, since the number of controllers for each video gradually decreases because of technical developments and financial issues. The same reasons also make the unrealistic manipulation of audiovisual contents of the news more easy and accessible.
There are three ways of the digital image manipulation: add, cut and change (enlarge, merge) (Pavlik, 2001: 134.) Through these three methods non-existing objects can be added to visuals out of thin air, the size of existing objects in visuals can be changed and objects and details can be removed totally from visuals. Hence with the advance of digital technologies, the ethical problems of news producing are going to be multiplied and sometimes difficult situations can arise such as the manipulation of public opinion by producing unrealistic news through the means provided by digital technologies whose defects are unseen to the untrained eye.
CONCLUSION
One can conclude that the modern media desires to think outside the established intellectual and cultural borders like Mikhail Baktin's carnivalesque or deliver its messages through exaggeration like Rabelais's Gargantua. Apparently the plain and pure real does not seem to be sufficient for the modern digital mass; maybe modern man does not want to go outside the Plato's cave and find the truth. Instead he presumably desires to experience the deepest and tiniest remnants of his primitive life with mystery, he aspires to play, rather being Eco's model reader, he wants to be author of his own pages and to discover new readers, and he maybe needs to live with readers.
Most people like mystery and legends and want to read and discover them. It seems easier to obtain knowledge from them. In order to reach this new reader-watcher and writer mass who we called above visual language. A need for a new reader who can combine the rhetoric of Aristotle and the sense of mystery and wonder in Plato's cave with the discovering motive of Homerus and emancipating content of Rabelais's exaggeration, the carnivalesque enthusiasm of Bakhtin with the scrupulousness of Eco's real reader, a need for a new reader who can find a common ground with common sense seems to rise. For, a new language which combines the advantages of technology concerning obtaining information with the visual graphical elements seems to rise, a language which we needed since the primitive man and which is going to endure as a visual carnival after blending the poetry with myth and ideas.
The reporters of new media should now seek how to transmit reality and realize the digital mass that does not anymore pursue the truth like an enthusiastic reader and for whom the matter is not the real itself but the style of it. They should seek to understand how to transmit the non-absolute truth, integrating it with visualization. They should try to develop this new reality, and strive to make it attractive like a game through the presentation of truth with the new communication and reporting styles. The reporter or the writer ought to find which values should be underlined and presented by the new media. Sometimes, searching old values and examining old writers and works that make people happy and reflect upon life and world might be useful alongside with the constantly changing news feed for the auto-development of media. Before creating the needed values for humanity, it might prove fruitful to remember the fables and plays that tell us the core and crucial characteristics of human life since the ancient times. They will always continue to be the bright and important sources of human values.
People will need to hear the news as they used to be. The important thing is to popularize the texts and videos that remind us our humanity while satisfying the need for information through both informative, educative and entertaining sources, since the news is a potent means to affect the society's public opinion and values. Consequently, since they conceive the digital as a playground, the digital mass that seems to share power with the media in the future does not only want to know but also to learn the comic and mysterious, and to join the party; in a word, they change.
